OUR CAPABILITIES
Maximize Torque at Desired Speed

Offshore Quality Team

Within the constraints of power input and motor size,
Lin Engineering can design a motor to maximize torque
at your desired operating speed. With a given power
input, the power output ƒTd ω ( T = torque at angular
velocity ω ) from a given size of motor will not change.
In other words, we design a motor’s maximum
operating efficiency at your desired speed. See page 9
for more information.

Should problems arise in high volume production, our
overseas quality assurance team guarantees that the
issue will be dealt with at the source.

High Step Accuracy
Lin Engineering’s 0.45° NEMA 23 motor has the best
step accuracy in the step motor industry. Our 0.45°
motor is constructed with 200 rotor teeth (a typical
1.8° motor is constructed with only 50 teeth). Better
step accuracy is achieved by having more rotor teeth.

High Resolution

Lin Engineering’s 0.9° and 0.45° motors provide 2 and
4 times higher resolution, respectively, than a standard
1.8° motor.

Smooth Motion

Every step motor has a resonant frequency.
Lin Engineering can remove this resonance from your
operating speed, so you never experience any
oscillation in your application.

Excellent Engineering Support

Lin Engineering’s technical support and knowledge
base are unmatched in the industry. Our engineers will
eliminate the guesswork in motor selection.
There is no need to buy multiple motors just to find the
correct one, because Lin Engineering will
configure a motor for your application that will work
right the first time.

Extensive Sales Network

In addition to our inside sales team, Lin Engineering
employs a worldwide network of over 40 sales
representative firms located throughout the United
States, Canada, Europe, the Middle East and Asia. Our
sales reps can provide the service and personal
attention required to serve your company.
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Short Lead Times

The typical step motor manufacturer can require as
long as 4 to 6 weeks to deliver prototypes; Lin
Engineering can provide the same quantity of most
motors in less than 1 week. This is made possible by
maintaining an inventory of components in our U.S.
facility, allowing us to respond quickly to the demands
of modern business.

Domestic and Overseas Operations
In addition to minimizing lead-time, our U.S.
facility also functions to support our overseas
production. This allows Lin Engineering to meet the
initial demands for high volume orders, thus helping
your company to avoid the delays associated with high
volume production ramp-ups. (See page 5)

POLE DAMPING TECHNOLOGY

TM

Pole Damping Technology™ (PDT) enhances step motor performance by creating a more accurate and
smooth motion profile. PDT optimizes the microstepping performance of the step motor by outputting
the correct amount of run and hold current to the motor. Thus, each step will overcome the motor’s
natural tendency to want to forcefully pull towards the full step ON position.

Currently, the SilverPak 23D Plus integrated motor + driver (page 77-78), the Silverpak 34D integrated
motor + driver (page 81-82), the R525 microstepping driver (page 103) and the R325 microstepping
driver (page 102) contain the PDT technology. Lin Engineering strives to constantly improve technology.
Products that are currently under development will have PDT implemented for the purposes of further
enhancing the smooth motion and accuracy of our products.
The graph below shows what PDT can do for your applications. Notice the spikes that a competitor’s
driver creates at every 64th step when running the motor at 64x microstepping. These sudden “jumps”
are caused by the detent torque of the motor. Taking a closer look at the graph reveals that the few
microsteps prior to the huge spike are inconsistent as well. The spikes are due to the step motor correcting itself over time; when errors are accumulated during the 63 microsteps, the 64th step forces the
motor to line up evenly between stator and rotor. After the stator and rotor are aligned, the problem is
repeated during the next 1.8°.
4118S -01 & Comparative Driver, 24VDC, 2.1 Amps Peak

Military/Aerospace Applications
As a military qualified vendor, Lin Engineering
designed, tested, and manufactured disk drive step
motors used in the B-2 Stealth Bomber.

New Product/TECHNOLOGY
Development

Each year, Lin Engineering continues to develop
innovative step motor products.
Recent developments include:
• Xtreme Torque (4418) — Pages 53-54
Up to 35% More Torque for Size 17 Steppers

• Signature Series — Page 17

Ultimate Combination of Smooth Motion
and High Accuracy

The spikes occur because of the step motor’s poles forcefully being pulled towards each other. Pole
Damping Technology™, as the name implies, dampens each step as it nears the full step positions
where the poles are the strongest.
When using a product with PDT, the spikes are eliminated.

The R325 driver (page 102) eliminates these spikes, resulting in smooth motion and even steps.
4118S -01 & R325 Driver, 24VDC, 2.1 Amps Peak

PRODUCT BREADTH

• Hybrid Stepper Motors — Pages 19-66
• Integrated Motors/Mechatronics — Pages 71-82
• Brushless DC (BLDC) Motors — Pages 83-88
• Gearboxes — Pages 89-92
• Optical Encoders — Pages 93-96
• Microstepping Drivers and Controllers —
Pages 99-107
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